[Age-related transfer coefficients of the basic indices of cardiac variance].
This study was concerned with the relationship of changes in cardiac variance to age. A total of 518 subjects were involved. The following indicators of ACV (analysis of cardiac variance) were investigated: mean--mean value of successive cardiac intervals, SD--standard deviation of mean value of cardiac intervals (R-R), AMo--amplitude of the mode, HI--homeostatic index, Pt--spectral power of R-R related to thermoregulation, Pr--spectral power of R-R related to respiration, IBO--index of centralization. For each one of these ACV indicators, a mathematical expression of its relationship to age was specified. The coefficients obtained from the indicated expressions of the relationship "age-to-ACV indicators" represent transfer coefficients for the particular measured quantities. Their methodological importance lies in the fact that through them it becomes possible to make age corrections of ACV indicator figures for the purpose of comparing individual subjects or groups of subjects. These coefficients help to establish nomograms for the particular age ranges.